DPQL: Quiz Questions 20th January 2016

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type
are not essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer
shown is “Fred Smith”, “Smith” would be a correct answer, but “John Smith” would be incorrect. Parts
shown in italics are purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for
example, “Roosevelt” for “Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to
expand the answer.
In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet.
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Individual Round 1

1.
2.
3.
4.

Who is Jessica’s father in Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice?
Who or what are ‘Beliebers’?
Which type of chaps contested a football match in a famous Monty Python sketch?
What type of establishment was the ‘Hanoi Hilton’?

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

John James Audubon became famous for painting ….what?
Which Biblical city’s walls fell to the blast of trumpets?
Specifically, what do colombophiles fancy?
Charlotte Beyser Bartholdi was the model for which statue?
What does a ship do when it ‘heaves to’?
In Roman times what name was given to the first day of each month?

Shylock
Fans of Justin Bieber
Philosophers
Prison (for US POWs in the
VietnamWar)
Birds
Jericho
Pigeons
Statue of Liberty
It Stops
Calends

Team Round 2
1. 20th Century Literature
a) In the Days of the Comet and Tono-Bungay are lesser-known novels by which writer?
b) At the end of which Evelyn Waugh novel is Adam Fenwick-Symes alone on an apocalyptic
European battlefield?
c) In which book is schoolboy Ralph quickly elected leader of the group having ‘the
directness of genuine leadership?

H G Wells
Vile Bodies
Lord of the Flies

2.
a)
b)
c)

Food
Calabrese is a variety of which vegetable of the cabbage family?
Which dish is made by curdling cream with wine adding flavouring and frothing it up?
Which herb is used in a sauce béarnaise?

Broccoli
Syllabub
Tarragon or Chervil

3.
a)
b)
c)

Early English History
Which king’s beloved son William was drowned in the tragedy of the White Ship?
Which famous fair held annually for 700 years was first held at Smithfield in 1133?
Which king’s four sons together with their mother rebelled against him in France in 1173?

Henry I
Bartholomew Fair
Henry II

4

Television
a) What was won by Louisa Johnson in December 2015?
b) Which BBC three-part drama was set in Pepys Rd, South London?
c) Which Sparkhill Community leader drives a yellow Mercedes?

The X Factor
Capital
Citizen Khan

5.
a)
b)
c)

Human Body
What is the omphalo?
Which part of the eye is the sclera?
Which gland controls the release of hormones?

Navel/Belly Button
White
Pituitary

6.
a)
b)
c)

Art & Artists
Which artistic term is used for the balance of light and shade?
Which sculptor produced the 1934/35 work, Ecce Homo?
What is the name for paint mixed with egg yolk rather than oil

Chiaroscuro
Jacob Epstein
Tempera

7.
a)
b)
c)

Measurement
Which nautical measurement is 240 yards?
Which weight system is used for precious metals?
How many imperial gallons in a barrel of oil?

Cable
Troy
35

8.
a)
b)
c)

World Geography
Which African country is entirely surrounded by Senegal?
In which country is around 85% of the Thar desert?
Known for having the highest tidal range in the world in which country is the Bay of
Fundy?
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Gambia
India
Canada
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Individual Round 3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

At Westminster what is a ‘spad’?
Which street is Dublin’s main shopping centre?
Which 1973 thriller film features a malevolent dwarf in a red coat?
Diddicoy is a slang and impolite term for what?
Shagreen is leather made from the skin of which creatures?
What was Glenn Miller’s Pennsylvania hotel telephone number?
Who would carry a knife called a kukri?
What is known as India’s teardrop?
Which kind of entertainer often makes his entrance to Julius Fucik’s Opus 68 March?
What was invented by William Addis while serving a prison sentence?

Special Advisor
O’Connell St
Don’t Look Now
A Gypsy
Sharks
6-5000
Gurkha or Nepalese
Sri Lanka
A Clown
Toothbrush

Team Round 4
1.
a)
b)
c)

Drink
Which beer barrel holds 54 gallons?
Which beer do Australians call ‘barbed wire’?
A Gibson cocktail is gin and dry Vermouth garnished with …..what?

Hogshead
Castlemaine XXXX
An Onion

2.
a)
b)
c)

Science
Which inert gas is used to fill modern incandescent light bulbs?
From which mineral is radium obtained?
Which element is common to all acids?

Argon
Pitchblende
Hydrogen

3.
a)
b)
c)

Fish
Where is a fish’s caudal fin?
If a goldfish is kept in a dark room for a length of time, what will happen?
What is a baby cod called?

On the Tail
It will turn white
Codling

4

Beliefs
a) No.1 Jesus is condemned to death – through to No.14 Jesus is placed in the sepulchre –
what is this sequence?
b) Which sect publishes the journals ‘Citadel’ and ‘Monitor’?
c) Which book is divided into 114 surahs or chapters?

5.
a)
b)
c)

Literary Terms
What French term is used for a novel based on real people but under disguised names?
What word is used for the final unwinding of a complicated plot?
What do we call a mournful poem often lamenting death?

Stations of the Cross
Christian Scientists
Qur’an/Koran
Roman a Clef
Denouement
Elegy

6. Classic Film
a) Which film starring Robert Mitchum as the villain was actor Charles Laughton’s only stab
at direction?
b) In which film does Iris Henderson search for Miss Froy on a train in fictional Bandrika?
c) Rose Sayer falls for Charlie Allnut in which movie?

The Night of the Hunter
The Lady Vanishes
The African Queen

7.
a)
b)
c)

The Swastika
The Horst-Wessel
Joseph Goebbels

Nazi Germany
What was called the Hakenkreuz by the Nazis?
Named for its writer, what song was the Nazi anthem?
Who was Hitler’s Minister for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda?

8. Sport
a) In Formula One what colour flag is shown to a driver to indicate that he is about to be
lapped and to let the faster car overtake?
b) Which sport do the French call ‘ball-trap’?
c) In cricket we call it a googly – what do Australians call it?
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Blue
Clay Pigeon Shooting
A Bosie (after Bernard
Bosanquet its inventor)
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Individual Round 5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The adjective lupine refers to which animal?
Which novel by Felix Salten was made into a movie by Walt Disney in 1942?
How was Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu better known?
Brazil abandoned the cruzeiro in 1994 for which currency?
In 1953 Jo Stafford became the first female to do what?

6.

Tory MP Nadine Dorries upset Party bosses by appearing on which TV show in 2012?

7.
8.

Who composed the 1842 work The Wedding March?
Which literary character was jilted by a man called Compeyson?

9. Purple Granadilla is another name for which fruit?
10. What is the female equivalent of polygamy?

Wolf
Bambi
Mother Teresa
Real
Top the UK Charts (with You
Belong To Me)
I’m A Celebrity Get Me Out Of
Here
Mendelsshon
Miss Havisham (Great
Expectations)
Passion Fruit
Polyandry

Team Round 6
1. 60s Pop
a) Which 1964 top ten hit began ‘I was born in a trunk. Mama died and my daddy got
drunk’?
b) Which was the first Liverpool group to top the UK chart?
c) Which early sixties singer was backed by The Bruvvers?

Tobacco Road (Nashville Teens)
Gerry & The Pacemakers
Joe Brown

2.
a)
b)
c)

Majorca/Mallorca
Turkey
Costa Blanca

Holiday destinations
On which island would you be holidaying if you flew into Son Sant Joan Airport?
In which country is the resort of Marmaris?
Benidorm is on which of the Spanish Costas?

3. Games & Pastimes
a) What was originally called the Pluto Platter?
b) If you threw 8 at the beginning of a game of the traditional UK version of Monopoly upon
which property would you land?
c) Which board game is set at Tudor Close?
4

Wars & Conflicts
a) The sinking of the armoured cruiser Maine in 1898 led to which conflict?
b) With which country did Russia go to war in 1904?
c) What common name was given to the Arab/Israeli clash of 1973?

Frisbee
Euston Road
Cluedo
Spanish-American War
Japan
Yom Kippur War

5.
a)
b)
c)

TV Gold
Who succeeded Peter Davison as the sixth Dr Who?
Bambi, Cash, Sick and Summer Holiday were episodes of which comedy series?
How was the late 60s/early 70s TV chef Graham Kerr better known?

Colin Baker
The Young Ones
The Galloping Gourmet

6.
a)
b)
c)

Wildlife
The Egyptian species of which small mammal is also called the ichneumon?
The guanaco belongs to which animal family?
The babirusa is a wild variety of which domesticated animal?

Mongoose
Camel
Pig

7.
a)
b)
c)

Geography
Which European capital stands on the river Aar?
Mexico and which country are separated by the Yucatan Channel?
What is the capital of the islands of Madeira?

Berne
Cuba
Funchal

8.
a)
b)
c)

20th Century
Which infamous club was founded in San Bernardino, California in 1948?
Which major British newspaper closed down for nearly a year in 1978?
Which remote island’s population was evacuated to Britain after a major volcanic
eruption in 1961?
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Hell’s Angels
The Times
Tristan da Cunha
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Individual Round 7

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Which semi-nomadic race inhabits northern Scandinavia?
British drivers call the car part a bumper – what do Americans call it?
Distaff is the female side or branch of a family – what is the male?
If you were making a wiener schnitzel what meat would you buy?
Malala Yousafzai is the youngest person ever to be awarded what?
The band Carl and the Passions changed its name to what?
Caries is the most prevalent disease in adults and children – what is it?
Which game starts with a squidge off?
The Slag Brothers were contestants in what?
In which part of the body is the Pons or Pons Varolii to be found?

Lapps - accept Sami
Fender
Spear
Veal
Nobel Prize (Peace 2014)
The Beachboys
Tooth Decay
Tiddlywinks
The Wacky Races
Brain

Team Round 8
1.
a)
b)
c)

Music Mix
Another Suitcase In Another Hall is a song from which musical?
What was the signature tune of Duke Ellington’s band?
Which Doris Day number won the Best Song Oscar in 1956 after featuring in the film The
Man Who Knew Too Much?

Evita
Take The A Train
Que Sera Sera/What Will Be
Will Be

2.
a)
b)
c)

Sporting Terms
Ruck?
Wipe Out?
Luff?

Rugby
Surfing
Yachting

In which sport are the following terms used:

3. Acronyms
a) If a young person is described as a NEET what does this mean?
b) What does the Internet acronym B4N stand for?
c) What does a TWOCER do?
4

Literature
a) Who wrote The Eustace Diamonds?
b) In which classic novel does the character Queequeg appear?
c) Rachel Verinder’s diamond gives which book its title?

5.
a)
b)
c)

The Military
In the British forces what is the last bugle call of the day?
What is the army equivalent of the Royal Navy’s Commodore?
In World War II what impersonating role was taken by Clifford James?

6. Plant Life
a) Carnation, Sweet William and Pink, are some of the names for which genus of around 300
flowering plants?
b) Merton Pride and Williams are varieties of which fruit?
c) The fungus ergot attacks which cereal crop?
7. Parliaments
a) Who was the author of the work on parliamentary procedure in the UK sometimes called
The Parliamentary Bible?
b) What are the legislative assemblies of Jersey, Guernsey and Alderney called?
c) The Tynwald on the Isle of Man is split between the Legislative Council and the lower
elected branch – what is this called?
8.
a)
b)
c)

TV Cartoons
What is the secret identity of Penrod ‘Penry’ Pooch?
Whose partners include Crazylegs Crane and the Aardvark?
Antique dealer Mr Gruber is a friend of who?
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Not in Education Employment
or Training
Bye For Now
Steals Cars (Taking without
owner’s consent)
Anthony Trollope
Moby Dick
The Moonstone
Lights Out acc Tattoo
Brigadier
He was Monty’s Double
Dianthus
Pear
Rye

Erskine May
The States
House of Keys
Hong Kong Phooey
Pink Panther
Paddington Bear
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Beer Round
1.
a) The environmental phobia ‘ombrophobia’ is an unnatural fear of what?
b) Which metallic element is extracted from the ore dolomite?
c) Which star constellation is ‘the herdsman’?

Rain
Magnesium
Bootes

2.
a) The environmental phobia ‘homichlophobia’ is an unnatural fear of what?
b) Which metallic element is extracted from the ore calamine?
c) Which star constellation is ‘the charioteer’?

Fog
Zinc
Auriga

Spare Questions
1. On which river does Middlesbrough stand?
2. Pygmalion was the legendary king of which island?
3. Who was the question master in the original series of TV’s Going For Gold?
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Tees
Cyprus
Henry Kelly

